
A NOTE ON ATOMIC MEASURE AND SINGULARITY 

By ]ung-Soo Woo and In-Suk Lee 

In papers [1] and [3] , R. A. ]ohnson left open questions that; 

(1) If {μχ} is a sequence of atomic measures, are μ= 2:μn and Vμ，1 atomic ? 

(2) Isn’ t the regularity of Borel measure μ or ν essential in the following (1 ) 

and (ll)? 

(J) (1) If μα(E) T μα(E) for each Borel 

μ or ν is regular, then μ上μ Hence, if 

set E , (2) μa 上J.J for each α and (3) 

(1) μ= 2:f1.a or μ=vμα， (2) μα上ν for 

each α and (3) μ or J.J is regular, then μ..LJ.J. 

( ll) Lebesgue decomposition theorem: Suppose μ and ν are Borel measures 011 

a locally compact Hausdroff space X such that μ or ).) is regu1ar. Then there 

exist unique Borel measures μ。 and μ1 such that μ=μ。+μl' where μ。 <<v and μ1 ..L ν. 

The purpose of this paper is to give positive answers for above questions, and 

to obtain that v is S-singular with respect to μ if and onIy if v is singular with 
respect to μ under the condition that ν is 17-finite measure. Next we get an 
extension of the form of the Lebesgue extension theorem given by R. A. ]ohnson [2]. 

DEFINITIONS. A set ACX is locally measurable if AnE is measurable for each 

measurable set ([5] , p. 35). 

A set E E: S wi11 be called an atom for μ if (1) μ(E)> 0 and (2) given F'든S， 

either μ(EnF) or μ(E-F) is O. 

μ is called to be purely atomic or siηψle atomz'c if every measurable set of 

positive measure contains an atom, and μ is called to be non-atomic if there are 

no atoms for μ. 

We shall say that v is S-singular with respect to μ， denoted vSμ， if given EεS 
there exists a measurable set FCE such that v(E) =ν(F) and μ(F)=O. 

Other terminology and definitions in this note are consistent with those used in 

Halmos [4]. 

LEMMA 1. l/ {ν'n} is a increasing seqμence 01 atomic measures and lim vn=μ 
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then JJ z"s atom z"c. 

PROOF. Suppose JJ is not atomic. If JJ(E) > 0, there exists a set GεS such that 
JJ(EnG)>O and JJ(E-G)>O. Hence there exists integer “ m" such that JJn is not atom 

for each n三m. This is a contradiction. 

The following theorem gives positive answer of question (1). 

THEOREM 2. lf {μn} z"s a sequeηce of atomz.c measures, then 2:μn and V μη are 

atoηzzc. 

n 

PROOF. Let JJn 걱될μi (V {μ'i; z" =1, 2, ...... n}). Then 감 is atomic for each n from 

the result of R. A. Johnson [1, Theorem 1. 1]. Thus 2:μn and V μn are atomic. 

THEOREM 3. Let μ be a measure on a (J一rz"ng S, JJ be σ-fz.nz"te measure on S. 

Then JJ z.s sz"ngular wz"th respect to μ zj and only z"f JJ is S-singular wzïh respect 

to μ. 

PRα)F. Suppose that JJ is S-singular with respect to μ. For given measurable 

set E , there exists a disjoint sequence {Ei} such that E= UEi and JJ(Ei ) <∞ for 

each i. For each i , there exists a measurable set FiCEi such that JJ(F) =JJ(E싸 

and μ(Fi) =0. Let F=UFi , μ(EnF)=O and JJ(E-F)=JJ(UEi - UFi)르ν(U(Ez

F i )) =2:JJ(Ei -Fi ) =ε(JJ(E i) - J.)(F i)) = O. 

Thus JJ is singu1ar with respect to μ. 

Conversely if JJ is singular with respect to μ， then it is clear that JJ is S-singular 
with respect to μ. 

REMARK. R. A. Johnson ([2] , p.631) gave a counter example such that JJ S μ 

does not imply JJ上μ， even for (J-finite measure. But above theorem 3 shows that 

the example is false and we can easily prove that JJ is singular with respect to μ 

at that example. 

From the result of R. A. Johnson ([2] , theorem 3.1) and theorem 3, we have 

the following. 

THEOREM 4. lf {μ'a} z.s a z"ηcreasz"ng dz"rectly famUy of Borel measures on locally 

compact Haμsdroff space X sμch that μα • μ and μa上JJ for each α and fz"xed Borel 

measure JJ, then μ z·S SZ.%gμlar wz"th respect to JJ. 
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Above theorem4 gives positive answer of question ((2), 1) 

From theorem 4 and the fact that finite sum of μα is singular with respect to μ 

Hence we have 

COROLLARY 5. Let {μa} Z"S a lamz"ly 01 Borel ’neasures. 11 μα上ν lor each α 

and μ =I:μ'a' then μ Z"S sz'ngular ωz"th respect to ν. 

Next we show an extension of the form of the Lebesgue decomposition theorem 

given by R. A. ]ohnson ([2] , theorem 3.4) 

THEOREM 6. 11 μ z.s a ??teasμre on a (J-rz"ng S and )) is (J-fz"n z"te measμre on S, 

then there exz"st μ%Z·qμe measures l.io and l.i1 such that l.i=l.i0+))1' where ))0<<μ， νl上μ

and ν 上ν . 0~W1 

PROOF. Let 9J1= {MεS: μ(M)=이. Clealy 없 is cIosed under countable unions. 

Define a measure l.i1 on S by ))1 (E) = LU B{l.i(E nM) ; Mε없}. 

Then there exists Mε% such that JiζE， Ul(E) =UI(@) and μ(h)=o. Slnce 

ν is σ-finite and νl든ν， there exists a disjoint sequence {En} such that E= UEn 

and ν1 (E,) <∞ for each n, thus there exists M i=9J1 such that M nCE n' ))1 (E n) 

=νl(Mn) and μ(Mn)=O for each n. Let M=UMn, we obtain μ(EnM)=O=νl 

(E - M). Thus ))1 1..μ 

Let 7Z= {NεS; l.i1(N)=0 }, obviously 7z is c10sed under countable IIDions. Define 

a measure ν。 on S by l.io(E)=LUB{l.i(EnN); Nε7z} 

Then l.io <<μ and l.i =))o十))1' Now suppose l.iO+))1 and l.i2+ l.i3 are two decor밍positions 

of ν. Since l.i2 <<μ and l.i1上μ， we get l.i 1上))2' SimiIarly l.io is singular with respect 

to ν3' Since l.i1르))2十 l.i3 and ))1上l.i2’ we have ))1르l.i3• ν3르l.i1 foIIows by simiIar con

struction. Therefore we get l.i1 =))3' SimiIarly we obtain ν。 =))2’ which completes 

proof. 

Thus we have 

COROLLARY 7. If μ and l.i are BoreI measures on locaIIy compact Hausdroff 

space X , then we have the same decomposition. 
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Above coroIlary 7 gives positive answer of question ((2) , II). 

Kyüngpook University 
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